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A Neo-Irenaean Theodicy: Evolution, Playing God and Becoming Gods 

Leibniz coined the term ‘theodicy’ in his magisterial work of the same name to suggest the 

meaning of its Greek etymology: ‘the justice of God’.  The theodicy proposed here is  similarly 

ambitious in that it seeks "to justify God’s ways to humanity".1 In particular, I will seek to 

provide a unified explanation to two profound challenges to Christian belief: the existence of evil 

and Darwin’s theory of natural selection.   I say “profound” because I believe it is difficult for 

anyone who grants much thought to these subjects not to ask: "Is the existence of so much evil in 

this world consistent with a belief in God?" and, "Is a belief in God compatible with the 

preponderance of evolutionary evidence which suggests that humans were not created by God?”  

These questions may challenge a believer, but they also point the way for Christians to move 

forward: to conduct a new experiment in being Christian.2  What I shall argue is that an 

understanding of the full implications of the Irenaean theodicy provides us with the best answer 

to these questions.  The idea—to put it somewhat cryptically—is that the logical conclusion of 

the Irenaean idea of soul building is that we must attempt using science and technology to 

become gods ourselves.  Let me add immediately that I realize the proposal is somewhat 

heretical, and it would be widely optimistic to expect to convince readers that it is correct –I 

struggled with it myself for some time.  More realistically, I propose it as a point of discussion.   

1.  Creating a World of Good 

The amount of moral good and evil in a world seems to depend crucially on the sorts of moral 

beings that inhabit that world.  That this is so, and its relevance to the question of evil in our 

world, can be seen through the consideration of a simple thought experiment.  Imagine you have 
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the power and responsibility of creating a universe ex nihilo.   “Creating a world is a weighty 

responsibility,” you say to yourself, “which ought to be exercised in the most thoughtful 

manner.” In this spirit, let us suppose that you approach the task cautiously by starting with some 

easy stuff: you create billions of galaxies, and trillions of solar systems.  In this respect, your 

universe is not too different from our own.  Perhaps you find your universe a tad drab, so you 

populate some planets with plants and animals.  Pleased with the results you realize that there is 

no further procrastinating, you must face the weightiest moral question: What kind of moral 

agents, if any, should you populate your world with? Now of course you hope to construct your 

world in accordance with the ‘Prime Imperative’: moral goodness ought to be maximized and 

moral evil minimized.  For our purposes we do not need a fine-grained understanding of moral 

evil, e.g., we may think of moral evil in terms of paradigm cases such as genocide, rape, torture 

and murder.  Obviously, the simplest thing to do would be to not create any moral agents.  You 

reflect on how tranquil, morally speaking, such a world would be.  And certainly this would 

minimize the amount of evil in the world; a world where there are no moral agents is a world 

where there is no moral evil.3 Of course you quickly dismiss this thought since without moral 

agents there will be no moral good either.  This leads to the insight that you must create at least 

one moral being, if there is to be any good in the world at all.  To simplify matters let us suppose 

that your choice is simply between creating a being like God, an omniscient, omnipotent and 

morally perfect being; or a human.  This looks like a very easy choice: clearly the world will be 

morally better if you create a god.  Creating a god means that you will create a morally perfect 

being, a being that always acts in conformity with the Prime Imperative to maximize good and 

minimize evil.  If you create a human then you have opened up the possibility of violations of 

this imperative.  It is true that with a single human, the possibilities of creating moral evil are 
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greatly reduced, but we need not suppose that the opportunities are negligible.  For instance, we 

might imagine that moral agents have certain obligations to non-moral creatures.4 Humans can 

and do, for example, torture animals for the sheer enjoyment of it.  Such torture is evil and, (in 

most if not all cases) these acts do not result in some greater good.  Even if by chance the human 

you create does not intentionally cause evil there is still the problem that, given the finite powers 

of humans, they will have limited abilities to do good, e.g., diverting an asteroid from hitting 

some planet in order to avert horrendous suffering on the part of animals is something that is 

beyond the power of a single human, but not a god.  Furthermore, even if a human acts with the 

best intentions, the finitude of our wisdom means that evil could be caused inadvertently.  This 

possibility is nullified (or greatly reduced) where a god is created.  Given these very real sorts of 

possibilities, clearly the first moral agent you should create is a god.  Next you must decide 

whether to create a second moral agent.  Here further possibilities for moral goodness open up, 

because now there is the possibility of moral interactions between moral agents.  So when you 

ask yourself, “What should the nature of the second moral agent be?”, unmistakably again the 

answer must be that you create a god and for precisely the same reason: morally perfect agents 

will act in conformity with the Prime Imperative to maximize good and minimize evil; whereas 

with humans, there is no guarantee that they will act in conformity with this imperative.  Why 

choose to create a morally imperfect agent if one is hoping to create a world that maximizes 

good and minimizes evil? So long as it makes sense to ask whether you should add additional 

moral beings, the next being you add must always be a god, otherwise you will fail to create a 

world that is as morally good as you can make it.  To do any less would be to abrogate one’s 

responsibility to create the world in accordance with the Prime Imperative  Following this line of 

reasoning then, it seems unfathomable why God or anyone else concerned with maximizing 
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moral goodness and minimizing moral evil would ever choose to create humans rather than gods.  

If our world was made by a benevolent God then our world should be full of gods—other 

morally perfect beings just like God.  Since our world is not like this, the seemingly ineluctable 

conclusion is that a morally perfect omniscient being did not create our universe. 

2.  God’s Exculpation?  

The upshot here is that it seems that we are left with an unpalatable dilemma: either God 

chose not to create morally perfect gods instead of humans, in which case He is not morally 

perfect; or, He cannot create morally perfect beings, in which case he is not omnipotent.  In 

either case, this appears to be a real challenge to our understanding of God as omnibenevolent 

and omnipotent: either God cannot or will not do what is necessary to obey the Prime 

Imperative, so our conception of God must be mistaken.  On the other hand, if we reject either 

the claim that God is omnibenevolent or omnipotent, it seems that we have a straightforward 

explanation of why God did not obey the Prime Imperative.  David Blumenthalz, for example,  

rejects the idea that God is morally perfect: God "acts, from time to time, in a manner that is so 

unjust that it can only be characterized by the term ‘abusive'" (1993, 247).  If we accept this, then 

we might say that in creating humans rather than gods to populate our world, God was acting in 

an abusive fashion.  Or we might follow others who deny that God is omnipotent (Rubenstein 

1992; Soelle 1975), in which case the fact that God did not create gods rather than humans to 

populate this world can be explained in terms of God’s limited powers.  We might say that God 

would have liked to create morally perfect beings like Himself, but he does not have the power to 

reproduce in this way: He cannot make others like Himself.  The best He could do was create 

humans. (And even here  it seems we would have a mystery: why did God not populate the 

world with persons like Christ rather than (mere) humans?) 
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I won’t argue the point here, but for many of us it would be quite a desperate move to give up 

the idea that God is omnipotent and omnibenevolent.  So, rather than accept either of these 

alternatives, I propose to explore a different possibility here.  I shall start by assuming the very 

traditional understanding of God as omnibenevolent and omnipotent, and explore the idea that it 

is logically impossible for God to create morally perfect beings.  The fact that God created 

humans rather than gods (who are morally perfect) is explained by this logical impossibility.  (I 

will assume further, contra Descartes and others, that God cannot do the logically impossible).  

My argument is not that there can only be one morally perfect being, rather, moral perfection 

requires that the perfection be self-created.  I suggest then that we are left with the task of 

making ourselves morally perfect.  To spell out this view, it will be helpful to review (quickly) 

two well-known theodicies.   

3.  The Augustinian Theodicy 

There are two great traditions in Christian theodicy, the Augustinian and the Irenaean (John 

Hick 1977).  Perhaps the most significant difference between the two is that the Augustinian 

version is a view of evil as a desert, whereas the Irenaean is one of education.  Let us take these 

in turn.  The Augustinian view is the dominant view in Christian Theology.  According to this 

tradition, humans once lived in a paradise with God, however, the halcyon days of our youth 

ended abruptly when humans were tempted by, and acted upon, evil.  As punishment, humans 

were evicted from paradise and forced to live in separation from God.  Evil then is a result of 

The Fall.  Our fall from grace means that we no longer enjoy God’s guidance and protection—at 

least not to the extent that we formerly did.  An Augustinian might underscore this point by 

suggesting that it is a wonder that the evils of this world are not greater given that we are 

operating in an environment that is so alien in comparison to what we were designed for.  We are 

designed as finite creatures that ought to be at one with the creator—living, as we have said, 
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under God’s guidance and protection.  Here we might think of the stunted capacities of feral 

children who develop in an environment that they are not designed for; so, humanity is much like 

these feral children in that we exhibit stunted moral capacities (Stump 1985). However, a 

traditional difficulty for the Augustinian view is to understand how it is that this could possibly 

be a just punishment.  How is it that all of humanity, for thousands of generations can be 

deserving of this punishment? Can a morally perfect being be justified in standing by idly while 

the horrors of the Holocaust and the Gulag Archipelago were visited upon their victims? 

This point aside, the Augustinian view does not answer the question of why God chose to 

create humans rather than other gods.  It is true that when we lived in the Garden of Eden the 

need to have created other types might not be as apparent.  But this interpretation of the Garden 

of Eden is not without its own perplexities.  First, it seems that God ought to have designed the 

Garden of Eden better, or God ought to have designed us better.  Given our natural curiosity, it 

can only seem inevitable that some human would pluck from the tree of knowledge.  What could 

be God's excuse here? We sometimes hold parents responsible if their children suffer because 

they failed to sufficiently “kid proof” their homes, e.g., there may be some culpability if a child 

was to accidentally ingest medication because his parents failed to lock the medicine cabinet.  

Similarly, should we not hold God responsible for not having done a better job of “finite 

proofing” the Garden of Eden? God, it seems, ought to have put a safety lock on the tree of 

knowledge.  Conversely, given that the Garden of Eden is not totally benign, God ought to have 

populated it with gods.   More importantly, it is not clear how this view is reconcilable with the 

Prime Imperative, i.e., if the garden of evil characterizes our pre-moral existence it can hardly be 

one where our good actions are maximized.  At best, the Garden of Eden might be characterized 

by diminished evil compared to our present state, but, as a pre-moral environment, it clearly had 
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less moral good as well.  Thus, the Augustinian view leaves unexplained why God created us 

rather than something more divine. 

 4.  The Irenaean Theodicy 

The Augustinian view of humanity is one of degeneration; the Irenaean view is one of 

generation.  Perhaps the best-known contemporary champion of this view is John Hick who, 

following in the Irenaean tradition, postulates a two-stage rise of humanity corresponding to the 

likeness of God and the image of God.  The idea of "fundamental importance" is that perfection 

lies in the future rather than in the past (1977, 42). The image stage is more or less coextensive 

with the emergence of early Homo sapiens from earlier hominids.  This view accepts an 

“evolutionary” account of human origins.  But the process of evolution here is not of the 

Darwinian type that invokes natural selection (exclusively); rather, it invokes God as the 

designer.  The point of this stage of creation is to set the stage for the emergence of humanity: to 

form a creature that has the potential for knowledge, in particular, knowledge of nature, morality 

and religion.  Initially, this goal is not realized, humans are epistemically, spiritually and morally 

immature creatures.  The preparatory or image stage consists then in creating the natural or 

“organism” part of the human equation.  In the likeness stage—of which we are now in—we are 

to make moral and intellectual progress to become more than an image of God.  The purpose of 

this stage is for humans to overcome their animal nature, i.e., “the human animal is being created 

into a child of God” (1977, 42). Unlike the Augustinian view, the Irenaean perspective on the 

human situation is not that of “…a perfect creation which has gone tragically wrong, but a still 

continuing creative process whose completion lies in the eschaton” (1977, 42). 

To the question of why God created humans all too finite, Hick suggests the Irenaean has two 

answers, one attends to the God/human relation, the other to the human/human relation.  With 

respect to the former, the point of the evolutionary emergence of humanity is to have the 
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appropriate epistemic distance between God and humanity.  Humans created directly in the 

presence of the Lord would be unable to freely choose whether to accept God.  However, our 

actual situation is such that “the human being is free to acknowledge and worship God; and is 

free…to doubt the reality of God” (1977, 43).  In fact, our epistemic distance from God is 

twofold.  Not only are we created at an epistemic distance from God, but also the world has been 

created in a way that intimates that it might have been created without a divine artificer.  In other 

words, a world that had God’s “stamp” over everything would not be one in which there was the 

appropriate epistemic distance between the creator and the created, e.g., a world where every 

rock, plant and animal had ‘God’ engraved on it would not be one where there was an 

appropriate epistemic distance.  The world and humans must be created in such a way as to allow 

humans the freedom to acknowledge and worship God if they so choose.  If one accepts the 

Irenaean view, it is perhaps not surprising that some humans will understand the world from a 

Godless Darwinian perspective. 

 As to interhuman relations, Hick’s answer to why God did not create humans wholly 

good in the first instance is that a creature whose goodness is self-made seems intrinsically more 

valuable than one who is created good.  Hick writes: 

 

Why was humanity not initially created in possession of all the virtues, instead 

of having to acquire them through the long hard struggle of life as we know it? 

The answer, I suggest, appeals to the principle that virtues which have been 

formed with the agent as a hard won deposit of his own right decisions in 

situations of challenge and temptation, are intrinsically more valuable than virtues 

created within him ready made and without any effort on his own part (1977, 44). 
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If one accepts this principle then it certainly goes a long way to explaining why God created 

us as He did.  If self-made virtue is intrinsically more valuable than virtue created without any 

effort on the part of the recipient, then God did all that He could, in the long run, to make us as 

virtuous as possible.  God cannot, on pain of contradiction, have created us as the self-made 

virtuous type; just as someone could give you a million dollars and make you a millionaire, but 

they could not give you a million dollars and thereby make you a self-made millionaire.  

According to the Irenaean, God was faced with just this sort of problem.  His solution was to 

make us just virtuous enough so that we might choose to develop our own virtuous nature.  In 

effect, God decided to maximize the distance between what we are (or were) and what we ought 

to become, thus allowing us maximum scope for virtuous self-development.  If God had created 

us any less virtuous we may have never overcome our animal nature at all, if He had made us 

more virtuous then the scope for our potential development would have been curtailed.  Think of 

the case of two self-made millionaires; if the one starts out penniless and the other begins with an 

inheritance of $999,999.00, clearly we ought to hold in higher esteem the former qua self-made 

millionaire.   

 This naturally raises the question of whether we ought to accept this moral principle.  

Concerning this, Hick writes: 

 

This principle expresses a basic value-judgment, which cannot be established 

by argument but which one can only present, in the hope that it will be as morally 

plausible, and indeed compelling, to others as to oneself.  It is....  the judgement 

that a moral goodness which exists as the agent’s initial given nature, without ever 
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having been chosen by him in the face of temptations to the contrary, is 

intrinsically less valuable than a moral goodness which has been built up through 

the agent’s own responsible choices through time in the face of alternative 

possibilities (1977, 44). 

 

Given that one agrees with Hick here on the plausibility of this basic value-judgment, it seems 

we finally have an answer to our question of why God did not create God-types: if God created 

such beings they would not be as intrinsically valuable, morally speaking, as creatures who were 

self-made.  What follows, in other words, is that (at best) God might have been able to make 

other gods who are omnipotent, omniscient, and morally good to some extent, but He could not, 

on pain of contradiction, have created other Gods that are omnipotent, omniscient, and morally 

perfect.5  The difference here is that moral perfection has as a constitutive feature the 

requirement that one’s virtue is, at least in part, a result of making it for oneself.   

 Notice that it is quite compatible with what has been said that it is possible that God 

initially might have made us morally better creatures—but at a price.  The price, as we have said, 

is that it would diminish the scope for self-development.  If one accepts the Irenaean soul-

building hypothesis then it is clear why God gave us such a finite nature, namely, He wanted to 

maximize the scope for our own free development.  In other words, we may admit that God was 

faced with a choice between (a) creating us initially as morally better but thereby limiting the 

degree to which we obtain moral perfection; or, (b) creating us as morally immature, thereby 

allowing us maximum scope for self-development towards moral perfection.6 He can provide the 

preconditions for our self-development, the natural world populated by Homo sapiens, but only 

we can complete the process of self-development.   
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5.  Neo-Irenaeanism: Becoming Gods 

 Neo-Irenaeanism takes Irenaeanism to its logical conclusion.  There is a third and 

absolutely crucial step in humanity's progression.  We must work towards the identity stage: 

humans must become gods.  The reason is manifest: the real problem of evil is not how to justify 

the existence of evil, but how to eliminate it.  Thus, it is our duty to attempt to move beyond our 

merely finite selves, to become gods.  When, and only when, we have discharged this duty will 

evil be expunged, only then will the problem of evil be fully answered. 

 To see our way to this conclusion, let us first examine why humanity must become gods 

and then question how we can become gods.  So, in the first instance we must ask whether it is 

indeed logically possible to eliminate evil by becoming Gods given that it was argued that 

completion of this task lies even beyond God's omnipotence.  The answer is implicit in the 

Irenaean position on the creation question.  The explanation we said is that a necessary condition 

for moral perfection is that it is self-made; that we freely choose to perfect ourselves qua moral 

beings.  God was not created by some other agent, so his moral perfection is not in question.  As 

we have said, God cannot make us self-made on pain of contradiction; yet there is no 

inconsistency in the idea of making ourselves morally perfect.  Thus, given the goal of moral 

perfection, responsibility falls squarely on our shoulders.  To recall our earlier analogy: it is 

beyond God's power to make us all self-made millionaires, but it is possible for us to do so.  This 

is the direction that we must proceed, since God cannot, in order to fully address the problem of 

evil, i.e., God cannot eliminate evil and maximize moral goodness, but perhaps we can.   

 Even if it is granted this solution is logically possible it may nevertheless be wondered 

whether it is theologically plausible.  This is an enormous topic in itself and I cannot possibly do 

it justice here.  Let me tentatively suggest that it may not be as heretical as it is first appears, if 

we reflect on the notion that we are “children of God”.  Obviously, it does not follow from the 
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fact that God is concerned with us, and loves us, that we are God's children.  We can be 

concerned for and love our pet dog Fido, but it does not follow that Fido is our child.  I take it 

that theologically it is axiomatic that we are more than God's pets; we are His children.  So we 

need to examine what the truism that we are His children means: what is it to take seriously the 

claim that we are God's children? Reflection on our relation to our own children ought to be of 

some guidance here.  Let us begin with the obvious: we are concerned for and love our children.  

We nurture and educate our children for eventual inclusion as our equals, i.e., to be (type) 

identical.  To say that children are not our equals is not to say that their lives are less valuable, 

but it is to point out that there are asymmetries between children and adults, e.g., we have a 

degree of responsibility and obligation for a child's welfare in ways that they do not have 

responsibility for ours.  A good parent is one that successfully initiates a child into adulthood, 

that is, allows a child to pass from being merely in our "image" and “likeness” to being part of a 

community of equals.  Conversely, it is a case of unsuccessful parenting that does not allow a 

child to develop fully, to become type identical with adults.  So too it would seem to be the case 

with God.  If God is an ideal parent His mission must be to allow us to develop to become type 

identical with Him.  That is, to enter with God into a community of Gods. 

  Perhaps it might be thought that this understanding of the child/parent relation begs the 

question, what if our relationship with God is more like that between a parent and a mentally 

disabled child? Even as such children mature there is a sense in which they never fully enter the 

community of adults, they do not become type identical.  Again, this is certainly not to say that 

their life is intrinsically any less valuable than that of other adults, it is simply to note that certain 

asymmetries of abilities and responsibilities remain.  Severely mentally disabled adults do not 

have responsibility for us in the same way that we have responsibility for them.  Thus, to insist 
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that severely mentally challenged adults be held morally accountable in the same way that we 

hold other adults accountable is a severe injustice.  Again, this is in no way to diminish the 

importance or worth of their lives, but it is to acknowledge that there are certain aspects of being 

a normal adult human from which they are precluded.  If we are to God like the severely 

mentally challenged are to us then there might be a sense in which we are God's children, and yet 

never to be (type) identical with God.   

 This response perhaps solves the riddle of how we could be children of God but not 

(type) identical, but it lands us right back in the question of why God should have chosen to 

create us less than perfect.  It is not by design or choice that human parents have mentally 

challenged children, and indeed, if it were in their power, many might think that good parents 

would not choose to purposely make their children in this way, e.g., we would find morally 

reprehensible a mother who drank heavily during a pregnancy for the sole purpose of creating a 

mentally challenged child. Since God is omnipotent, it would seem to be in his power to have 

created us as perfect as possible.  And, as we have said, the only reason that God might have 

chosen not to make us perfect at this stage is because He cannot as a matter of logic—He must 

allow for our moral perfection through self-development.  So even if we believe that the mentally 

disabled analogy holds with respect to our present abilities in comparison with God’s, it will hold 

only so long as we are in the process of becoming Gods.  Just as it would be cruel for parents to 

stand in the way of an ethical attempt by children to correct some deficiency, so too would it be 

cruel for God to want to keep us from our perfection.  Patently, given God’s moral perfection, He 

would not stand in our way as we attempt to correct our deficiencies, and we must suppose that 

He wants us to choose to complete our own perfection.   
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6.  On the First Steps to Becoming Gods 

 I have argued that a logical and theological possibility for dealing with the problem of 

our own moral imperfection is for us to become self-made morally perfect beings.  Of course this 

possibility is not particularly helpful unless we can act upon it.  So we need to look at the 

question of how we should pursue the neo-Irenaean project.   

Immediately on the horizon looms a seemingly insurmountable obstacle: the stated goal is to 

become (type) identical with God, yet we know so little about the nature of God.  How can we 

possibly expect to realise this goal? How are we to advance on a goal when we do not have the 

means to orient ourselves towards the goal? It is like asking an archer to hit a target blindfolded 

while being spun around in the weightless condition of space.  Given our human finitude, the 

project is a non-starter. 

 There is a good point here that ought to be immediately conceded, viz., our knowledge of 

God qua infinite being is in all likelihood radically incomplete.  Where the objection goes astray 

is to suppose that the ambition is to become gods in one fell swoop.  If the goal of becoming 

gods is ever realised it will be through a series of successive approximations.  In particular, of 

necessity we will remake ourselves based on what we know about our own finitude, and what 

God intended for us.  The evidence for both stems from the same source: our phylogeny.  

Irenaeans, as we noted above, acknowledge continuities between humans and the natural world.  

Consider our closest (secular) living cousin, the common chimpanzee.  With chimps we see a 

creature with a number of striking similarities to ourselves, but also a crucial number of 

differences.  Of particular relevance is the fact that chimps lack moral knowledge, and thus, 

moral responsibility.  Of course, the problem is not simply that wild chimps lack moral 

exemplars in their community, but even the best-educated domestic chimp will never be capable 

of understanding morality.  Ultimately this inability has to be explained (at least in part) by 
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congenital limitations.  Thus even if our smartest and best-behaved domestic chimp had an 

opportunity to hang around with St. Francis as a model to emulate, there is still no possibility of 

turning a well-behaved chimp into a moral creature.7 In addition to such ideal educational 

circumstances, a radical reworking of the "hard-wiring" of the chimp's brain is necessary.  That 

is, if we could alter a chimp’s brain through (say) genetic engineering to make it more human-

like, we might have a chance at fashioning a moral creature; but without such a radical 

reworking of the chimp's brain there is little hope of making it into a moral creature. 

   It may be an exaggeration to say that we are godlike in comparison to apes, but it is 

certainly true that we are more godlike than apes.  That is, humans possess a better portion of the 

omniscience, omnipotence, and moral goodness that we attribute to God.  If we are more godlike 

than apes then it seems incumbent upon us to investigate whether continuing this trajectory of 

evolution orchestrated by God might not yield an even more godlike being.  After all, there is 

nothing about our phylogeny that suggests that we are some type of crowning phylogenetic 

achievement.  According to our best science, Homo sapiens have existed in evolutionary terms 

for a short period.  There is nothing to imply that our level of intelligence, wisdom, potency, or 

moral goodness could not be usurped by some more evolutionary advanced being.8 It seems 

entirely plausible to assume that if the same sequence of evolution that resulted in the 

development of the Hominid line from that of Australopithecine were to continue a new species 

(or perhaps genus) would be formed.  Let us term this hypothetical species ‘Homo bigheadus’.  

Homo bigheadus, let us imagine, has a brain of 2200 cc whereas our brains are a mere 1300 cc.  

This difference of 900 cc of gross brain matter is the same difference as that which separates us 

from chimpanzees.  What might we conjecture about the nature of Homo Bigheadus? The 

familiar correlation between intelligence and the log of brain versus body weight ought to make 
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it a reasonable bet that Homo Bigheadus is a lot more intelligent than us.9 With their greater 

intelligence we would be right to expect that they are more knowledgeable than humans just as 

humans are more intelligent and knowledgeable than chimps.  Furthermore, we ought to predict 

that Homo bigheadus will be wiser, more potent and morally better than humans, just as we are 

with respect to chimps.  Since, as I shall argue in a moment, it is in our power to employ 

technology to create something like Homo bigheadus, we ought to embrace this project.  For 

Homo bigheadus will, in all probability, be more godlike, and as developing children of God, 

this is our next logical step.   

 The idea, in a nutshell, is that one possibility is to attempt to further the process of 

perfecting ourselves in part through genetic engineering.10  Let us look first at the idea of 

employing this means to make ourselves wiser.  Since the technology necessary for genetic 

engineering is already available to us, the real trick is finding the appropriate genes that control 

the growth of the brain.  This may not be that difficult.  The crude map of the human genome we 

now possess certainly could be of some assistance.  There is also evidence from our phylogenetic 

cousin, the common chimpanzee.  As is well known, there is an incredible genetic similarity 

between our species, e.g., King and Wilson have found that “…the average [human] polypeptide 

is more than 99 percent identical to its chimpanzee counterpart (1975, 110).  The idea would be 

to discover the genes that have altered the allometric curve of the brain in humans as compared 

with chimps.  From there it would be a relatively simple matter to manipulate them in the 

genome of a human zygote, and the recipe may be complete.11 The ease with which we might 

create a larger brain through genetic engineering is underscored by the fairly recent discovery in 

developmental genetics of homeobox genes: genes that control the development of the body 

plans of organisms.   For our purposes, what is of interest is that there are a number of homeobox 
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genes that control the growth of various brain regions (Holland, Ingham, and Krauss 1992; 

Finkelstein and Boncinelli 1994). For example, if you want to make a larger brain in a frog 

embryo, simply insert some RNA from the gene X-Otx2 and voilà—you have a frog embryo 

with a larger brain, specifically, the mid and forebrain mass is increased (Boncinelli and 

Mallamaci 1995). Homeobox genes also come in various forms of generality.  Otx2 is obviously 

very general in its scope; in contrast, for example, Emx1 controls the growth of the isocortex.  

Thus, if we believe that intelligence and wisdom might be aided by tweaking one area of the 

brain or another there may be just the right homeobox gene for this task.   

 Of course this simplifies many, many problems.  First, there are general considerations of 

physiology e.g., a larger brain might require increased blood flow, which might mean increasing 

the size or strength of the heart.  Would we have to adjust the allometric curve of the heart and 

other vital organs? Perhaps the skeletal structure would have to be altered in order to support the 

additional cranium weight.  We might have to look at extending the lifespan of these creatures in 

order to allow them enough time to develop to their full potential.12 Second, one may wonder 

about the sufficiency (or perhaps even necessity) of creating greater intelligence by dramatically 

increasing the overall gross brain size.  It has been speculated, for example, that it is the greater 

development of our neocortex, as compared with other primates, that is primarily responsible for 

our greater intelligence, or that due consideration ought to be given to the fact that we exhibit 

much more hemispheric specialization of cognitive tasks.  It may be that the task of attempting to 

create more intelligent beings ought to focus on the quality as opposed to the quantity of the 

brain.13 Whether increasing the gross size of the brain to 2200 cc would be necessary or 

sufficient for a radical increase in intelligence is thus an open question.  The general principle—

that we might be capable of experimentally manipulating the intelligence of various creatures 
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including humans—does seem scientifically respectable.  Certainly it seems scientifically 

respectable to suggest that we might be able to experimentally increase the intelligence of any 

non-human animal.  It is difficult to see why humans might be exempt from this inductive 

thinking. 

How long would it take to prepare this recipe? As a conservative estimate, it would be safe to 

say that sometime this century we should possess the relevant knowledge and technology.  If 

nothing else, it seems that we could in fairly short order have some idea of the efficacy of such 

procedures by studying other species such as rats.  We might, for instance, today attempt to 

genetically engineer a rat with a brain twice the normal size and observe how this affects its level 

of intelligence.  Such experiments could be run in the short-term and provide some evidence as 

to what might be feasible in our own case.   

It may be remarked that even if this project could be brought to fruition it only speaks to 

becoming more godlike in terms of our intelligence and wisdom, not about becoming morally 

perfect.  This point must be acknowledged and it leads to two possibilities.  One is that we tackle 

the problem of becoming wiser first, and then use this vantage point to recreate ourselves as 

more virtuous.  The thinking here is that wiser beings would have a much better chance at 

remaking themselves as more ethical beings.  The other possibility is that on the first iteration, 

i.e., in creating Homo Bigheadus, we look to modify the human genome in a manner that might 

lead to the creation of beings that are more morally perfect than humans.  This program is more 

difficult in some ways than that of attempting to create more intelligent beings, but not 

necessarily impossible.  One problem is that unlike the case of intelligence, we have no clear 

defined animal models upon which to base our investigation.  In the case of intelligence, of 

course, it is agreed by most that many other animals exhibit intelligent behaviors, even if it is not  
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exactly agreed upon as to what intelligence amounts to.  In the case of fully moral behavior it 

seems that humans are the only extant example.  Some researchers have argued that we can see 

“moral building blocks” in other creatures, e.g., behaviors like altruism, and sympathy have 

behavior analogues in animals.14 Certainly such behaviors in animals seem to be influenced by 

their genes, it seems likely that genes also influence our behavior.  It is obviously an enormous 

question as to exactly what sorts of behaviors we can or should attempt to influence by 

modifying our genomes.  That we have a reasonable possibility of influencing our behavior in 

this way is something that certainly seems empirically possible. 

Elsewhere I have made a specific proposal about how to execute this project of making 

ourselves more moral.  Here I can offer only a brief outline.  The basic idea turns on the idea of 

building a “bridge” from biology to ethics.  On the biological side is the observation from 

decades of behavior genetics research that there is a genetic component to many of our 

behaviors, “nearly all personality traits show moderate heritability” (Plomin et al.  2001, 235) 

where ‘personality traits’ are conceived as enduring behaviors that are stable across time and 

situations (Pervin and John, 1999).  On the ethical side is the idea of virtue.  Analyses of virtue 

typically focus on long-term patterns of actions or behaviors of ethical agents (Lounden, 1984).  

Virtue, says Augustine, "is a good habit consonant with our nature", and Aquinas offers a similar 

definition, “an operative habit essentially good”.  In the aforementioned work I summarize some 

evidence that the virtues of truth telling, caring, and justice may have a genetic component.  The 

thought then is that, since genes influence behavior, it might be possible to use biotechnology in 

a manner that would promote the virtue of agents by creating offspring who have a greater 

propensity for virtuous behavior.  Let me emphasize that the claim here is not that genes 

determine behavior, only that they influence behavior.  In other words, using genetics we might 
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make it easier for humans to acquire  virtue through moral education.  So, altering or selecting 

genes that influence virtuous behavior is not a substitute for moral education, but as a means to 

amplify moral education.  The hope is that the successful implementation of the genetic virtue 

program will be a step towards our eventual moral perfection. 

This last point is worth emphasizing.  Modifying our descendents along the lines described is 

only the beginning of a process, not the end.  If our children become Homo bigheadus—

genetically enhanced for greater intelligence and virtue—this marks the beginning of the process 

of becoming identical with God, not the end.  Homo bigheadus may need to go on to create 

Homo biggerheadus, and then Homo evenbiggerheadus, etc.15 It would not be beyond the realm 

of possibility that eventually—after a sufficient number of iterations—we will reach a point 

where we are intelligent enough to redesign ourselves as purely spiritual beings like our Father.  

In any event, I suggest that our task as Christians is to examine ourselves and our understanding 

of God, and do everything in our power to recreate ourselves so as to close the gap on this 

difference.  What better way to honor our Father? 

7.  Conclusion: “Playing God” 

Obviously the sketch in the last section as to how we might actually proceed in the project of 

becoming Gods can only stand as a promissory note to be fulfilled by a consortium of experts 

from such fields as ethics, theology, and science.  Of course as a mere promissory note this essay 

can at best stand as a prolegomena to a theodicy.  That we should be willing to explore at least in 

principle this idea is dictated by the fact that unlike many other theodicies, neo-Irenaeanism does 

not seek merely to rationalize the existence of evil, it seeks to overcome it.  Indeed, one may 

wonder whether nothing short of Godhood itself could justify the atrocities that humanity has 

experienced—and even then we may be left wondering. 
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 The other advantage of the neo-Irenaean view is that it accounts for the evolutionary 

evidence we noted in the introduction.  In fact, the evidence of our emergence from more 

primitive organisms does double duty in the neo-Irenaean theory.  As we noted above, it allows 

for an appropriate epistemic distance between God and humans in a manner that allows us to 

freely choose to be with Him.  The evidence also points the way to make progress: if we have 

emerged from primitive organisms then we can take this as a divine clue as to how we might 

proceed, i.e., to freely choose to continue this process of evolution, to attempt to become more 

like Him. 

The idea that using technology to remake ourselves is a matter of “playing God”—a criticism 

often leveled against genetic technologies—is something that the neo-Irenaean can well accept.  

What the neo-Irenaean must reject is the idea that all forms of playing God are wrong.  The 

parallel with raising human children is again instructive.  Part of the maturation process of 

children is to “play adult”, that is, to incrementally start to make adult-like decisions and to take 

adult-like responsibility.  God too has made it possible for us to take steps to becoming more like 

him and so we must take an increasing responsibility for the types of beings that we are.  No 

longer can we ascribe so much of the evil that occurs in the world to a human nature for which 

we have no responsibility, for we now  have the power to remake our nature into something more 

godlike.  To the extent that human nature leads to evil, responsibility for such evil lies with us.  If 

we choose not to remake ourselves as more godlike, then like spoilt children we are refusing to 

grow-up and take responsibility for being the sorts of persons we should be.   

Clearly, evil, evolution and whether we use technology to alter our biology are large 

questions. As noted above, I propose the neo-Irenaean perspective on these matters as a point of 
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discussion. That we should be discussing such issues seems clear, for nothing short of the fate of 

humanity lies in the balance!  
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